About the Application Form for Spring 2024

Here is what to expect on the application form. Please submit your application here: https://forms.gle/neByNCb5NoD4xJoc6

- E-mail Address
- First and Last Name
- Title (Associate professor, lecturer, etc.)
- Department or School (If you have joint appointments, please list all affiliations)
- Course catalogue name and number (For example: ART 1101-08)
- Full course name (For example Introduction to Ethics)
- Course meeting day(s)
- Course meeting time(s)
- Class format (in-person, online synchronous, etc.)

- Please provide a 3-5 sentence course summary. The summary will be used on the UWAM website and gallery wall text and should be easily understood by a general audience.
- How do you envision using the teaching gallery during the semester? (This is a preliminary idea and does not have to be fully-formed. Should the proposal be accepted, the Curator of Academic Engagement will work with you to refine ideas if needed.) What project or assignment will students complete using artwork in the Teaching Gallery?

The following are example projects, meant to be a starting point:

- Object-based research and creative responses to selected artwork in any media such as dance, music, etc. A public presentation component can also be included.
- Writing label text for artwork from course’s disciplinary lens.
- Writing label text for artwork from the course’s disciplinary lens and recording a reading of it to make an audio tour
- Students give a public presentation of related research projects connected to the use of the Teaching Gallery.

- What Student Learning Outcome(s) do you hope to achieve using the Teaching Gallery?
- Anything else you’d like to share or questions you have? (optional)
- You are welcome to upload a previous course syllabus or other supporting materials. 1 GB maximum upload. You can also send things directly to Michelle Sunset msunset@uwyo.edu (optional)